On October 29, 2003, Mobilization Against War & Occupation (MAWO) was formed to bring peace-loving people together to educate, organize and mobilize against war and occupation. 10 years on, MAWO’s anniversary is a chance to reflect on the 10 years of antiwar organizing and go forward with MAWO’s commitment to continue fighting against war and occupation and for a better world.

MAWO’een
An Evening of Words, Visuals, Beats & Treats!

TUESDAY
OCTOBER 29
7pm
Joe’s Cafe
1150 Commercial Dr. at William St

Featuring:
*Estea Elements/Abyss
*Joose Justin *Savage Rock *Reno
*Martha Espinoza *Dolly & Noah
*Salsa Class With Roud Laila & Much More!

MOBILIZATION AGAINST WAR & OCCUPATION @MAW0VAN
MAWO VANCOUVER.ORG